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4. Rationale:
   The combination of an aging population and treatment advances for cardiovascular disease and other non-cardiovascular diseases have contributed to increasing incidence and prevalence of
heart failure (HF) in the United States. However, the risk for HF has been reported to differ significantly by race and gender. Findings from MESA demonstrated higher risk of incident HF in black participants when compared to Hispanic, white, and Chinese American participants. Blacks have also been shown to have higher incidence and worse prognosis of HF in younger age groups. In the CARDIA study, of the 27 incident HF cases, 26 occurred in African American participants. 

Among the 2 HF subtypes [heart failure with reduced ejection fraction (HFrEF) and heart failure with preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF)], the lifetime risk for HFrEF was similar in blacks and non-blacks, whereas the lifetime risk for HFpEF was lower in blacks in a recent analysis of 2 cohort studies (CHS and MESA). In HFrEF, the lifetime risk was higher in men compared to women, whereas in HFpEF, the lifetime risk was similar in both genders. Sex-specific differences in heart failure risk factors have been reported. For example, diabetes and hypertension appear more strongly associated with HF incidence in women compared to men. Previous results from ARIC have also demonstrated the importance of both sex and race. In that analysis of the cohort in largely mid-life, HF incidence rates in black women were more similar to those of black men and white men, while the risk for white women was significantly less. More recently, data from the ARIC Surveillance study showed that HFrEF-related hospitalization was more common in men (both white and black) compared to women, and HFpEF-related hospitalization was more common in white women.

The ACC/AHA HF staging system was developed to facilitate the detection and recognition of persons at heightened risk for clinical HF, such that preventative therapies could be instituted. This system defines stage A as asymptomatic persons with HF risk factors but without cardiac structural and functional abnormalities; stage B as asymptomatic persons with evidence of cardiac structural/functional abnormalities; and stage C as persons with current/prior signs and symptoms of HF (clinical HF). A previous study from ARIC found that majority of ARIC participants in late life (at Visit 5) had either Stage A or B HF, and were at heightened risk for developing symptomatic HF. Existing data suggested that sex and race significantly impact cardiac structure and function. Findings from CARDIA showed that black men had greater LV size and lower LV systolic and diastolic function when compared to black women and white men/women in a younger/middle-aged cohort. A study from HyperGEN cohort found that black race was associated with increased LV mass and relative wall thickness in both sexes. However, little data exist regarding sex and race-based differences in cardiac structure and function in late life, when HF risk is highest.

HF incidence and prevalence are highest in late life, with ≥80% of HF hospitalizations occur in persons above the age of 65 years. However, despite their importance influence in early- and mid-life, race- and sex-based differences in HF risk factors, cardiac structure and function, and incident HF in late life are understudied. Our aim is to examine sex- and race-based differences in cardiac structure and function and HF risk in late-life.

5. Main Hypothesis/Study Questions:
We hypothesize that in an elderly cohort free of heart failure, male gender and black race will be associated with higher prevalence of established HF risk factors, higher prevalence pathological changes in cardiac structure and function, and higher future HF incidence.

We will address the following specific aims:

1. Quantify differences in HF risk factors (diabetes, hypertension, obesity, coronary disease, atrial fibrillation, and chronic kidney disease) between participant subgroups based on race and sex
2. Quantify differences in cardiac structure and function between participant subgroups based on race and sex
3. Compare the risk of incident adjudicated HF overall, and HF phenotype (HFrEF or HFpEF), between participant subgroups based on race and sex

6. Design and analysis (study design, inclusion/exclusion, outcome and other variables of interest with specific reference to the time of their collection, summary of data analysis, and any anticipated methodologic limitations or challenges if present).

**Study Design and Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria:**
Inclusion: Attended Visit 5
Exclusions: Prevalent HF at Visit 5 based on PREVDEFHF51 variable; absent echocardiographic data at Visit 5; race other than white or black at Visit 5

For Aims 1 and 2, we will perform a cross-sectional analysis of the association of race and gender with HF risk factors and echocardiographic measures at Visit 5. For Aim 3, we will perform time-to-event analysis for incident adjudicated HF (overall, HFrEF, and HFpEF) post-visit 5.

**Key variables of interest:**
1. Clinical characteristics (Visit 5): age, gender, race/ethnicity, ARIC center, systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, heart rate, history of coronary heart disease, atrial fibrillation, hypertension, diabetes, body mass index, eGFR, chronic kidney disease, smoking, education level, total combined family income, physical activity level
2. Echocardiographic variables (visit 5)
   - LV structure: LV systolic and diastolic diameters and volumes, wall thickness, relative wall thickness, and left ventricular hypertrophy
   - LV systolic function: ejection fraction, mitral annular systolic velocities, longitudinal strain, circumferential strain, radial strain
   - LV diastolic function: E wave, septal and lateral, TDI E’, E/e’ ratio, LAVi
3. Adjudicated incident HF (overall, HFrEF, and HFpEF) and death

**Data analysis:**
Participants will be stratified by gender, and within each gender, they will be stratified by race. Clinical characteristics, laboratory variables, and echocardiographic measures of
LV structure, systolic function, and diastolic function will be described by each gender-race category, i.e. white men, black men, white women, and black women. Continuous variables will be shown as mean ± standard deviation if normally distributed. Categorical variables will be shown as proportions. For Aims 1 and 2, association of gender/race with clinical characteristics and echocardiographic measures of LV structure, systolic function, and diastolic function will be evaluated by comparing races within each gender category using t-test (continuous variables) and chi-square test (categorical variables). We will adjust the comparison of echocardiographic measures between groups for age using multivariable linear and logistic regression modeling, and then additionally adjust for HF risk factors differing significantly between groups. We will perform interaction testing between gender and the association of race with the characteristics mentioned above. To address Aim 3, parallel analyses will be performed for the endpoint of HF overall, HFpEF, and HFrEF using multivariable Cox proportional hazard models.

Limitations:
Attendance bias may limit the generalizability of our findings. We will attempt to mitigate this by performing sensitivity analyses with inverse probability of attrition weighting. The strong linkage between race and field center in ARIC makes center effects difficult to disentangle from 'race/ethnicity' effects. We will attempt to mitigate this by accounting for measures of socioeconomic status in multivariable models. We will also clearly state this limitation in the manuscript discussion section.
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